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At the turn of this century, economic and political forces, as well as 
technological advances, combined to herald the beginnings of the suburbani
zation of America. As this country struggled to transform itself from an 
agrarian society to an industrial one, its cities were plagued with hordes of 
immigrants and rural dwellers seeking industrialized jobs in urban areas. 
This was a time of unprecedented growth for American cities. With this 
growth, however, came problems. Competition for housing and employment 
produced overcrowding and disease as well as labor strikes and ethnic con
flicts. On the other hand, scientific advances resulting from the new Industrial 
Age, made possible great changes in the daily life of the average American. 
The harnessing of electricity promised an end to drudgery. Improvements 
in transportation began to allow most Americans to leave the cities and 
commute rather than walk to work. 

As a result of these forces, the American dream of homeowning for 
everyone came into being. This dream was probably best symbolized by 
the image most Americans still have of homeowning: i.e., a vine-covered. 
cottage with a picket fence. The translation of this dream into practical 
realities had many components. After the excesses of the Victorian era, with 
more women entering the work force, new houses had to be easier to 
maintain, accessible to public transportation, and affordable. In reponse to 
breakthroughs in medicine and hygiene, houses had to be set on lots with 
open space and trees; porches were added in order to allow for lots of fresh 
air. Most importantly, however, new houses had to meet the emotional 
needs of Americans struggling to adapt to the new Industrialism, but longing 
for the rural environment of an earlier age. 1 

In reponse to this dream, suburbs began to spring up around many eastern 
cities. Often suburban development was based on the building of rail lines 
to outlying areas. 2 These lines established commuter service and enabled 
workers to live outside crowded and expensive cities. Once transportation 
was available, housing was built all along these routes. Developers would 
buy chunks of rural land, plat or survey it and then sell it, either to individual 
home buyers or to building contractors. If individuals bought the land, they 
would usually pay it off first and then build a house; if contractors bought 
it, they would buy land and build on a few lots at a time3 A similar pattern 
is found in the development of other early Arlington County neighborhoods. 4•

5 

It is within this context that one can begin to examine the development 
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of the neighborhood known as Maywood. This section of the County was 
subdivided beginning in 1909;6 by 1923 most of the houses classified as 
post-Victorian architecture were built and occupied. 7 Of the 170 houses in 
this category, twenty-seven percent were built by 1915, fifty-three percent 
by 1920, and ninety-three percent by 1925. 8 Development occurred following 
a period of great turmoil in the County and was part of a larger real estate 
boom ongoing in many parts of Arlington. 9 It was begun, as in other areas 
experiencing similar booms, as a response to the forces noted above. Its 
particular local thrust related to the growth of government in Washington, 
and the coming of the railroad to this section of the County. As C. B. Rose, 
Jr. notes in her book, Arlington County, Virginia: A History, prior to this 
time, convenient transportation, and therefore communication, between pre
sent day Arlington, Alexandria, and Washington was virtuallly nonexistent. 
Early in the century, bridges and roads had been repaired, giving impetus 
to the building of the railroad. 10 

The details of railroad development in Arlington have been described 
elsewhere. 11 It is the opening of the Great Falls and Old Dominion line in 
190612 that is relevant here. Although this line was originally operated as a 
resort line, carrying passengers out to Great Falls on weekend excursions, 
its builders , as well as local developers, quickly saw its potential as a 
commuter service. 13 Within a few years, a number of stations had been 
established along Maywood's borders. These included Cherrydale on the 

· northeast comer of Military Road and Lee Highway; Dominion Heights, at 
Lee Highway and Monroe Street; and Harrison, near the Hoffman-Boston/ 
Woodlawn School. 14 In 1912, a second rail line opened, and with it, Thrifton 
Junction , on the site of the present-day Lyon Village Shopping Center. 15 By 
the time Thrifton Station was opened, the development of Maywood was 
well under way. 

Present-day Maywood is an area bounded by Lorcom Lane to the north, 
Lee Highway to the south, North Oakland Street to the west, and I-66 to 
the east. '6 Maywood today includes parts of other subdivisions: Oak Grove 
(North Lincoln Street, from Lee Highway to the rear property line of houses 
on Twenty-first Avenue); Floyd's Addition to Cherrydale (North Oakland 
Street); and Lorcom Grove (the 2300 block of North Monroe Street). 17 

Although commercial development along Lee Highway has encroached upon 
Maywood's boundaries, they remain essentially unchanged since the 
neighborhood was originally laid out. The initial platting and subdivision 
of Maywood occurred during the years 1909-1913 18 The neighborhood was 
platted in five sections: Maywood, First Addition to Maywood, and Second, 
Third, and Fourth Additions to Maywood. 19 

Plat maps and deeds clearly demonstrate that Maywood was the first name 
giyen to this neighborhood. 20 Local lore has it that the name Maywood was 
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chosen in reference to the abundant growth of the May apple in the area. 21 

Stories differ, however, and some folks believe that Hugh Thrift, Maywood' s 
primary developer, named the area for his wife, Mary, whose nickname 
may have been May. 22 Over the years, other names were given to various 
sections of the area. Parts of the Third Addition, in the area adjacent to Old 
Dominion Drive, were often referred to as Thrifton, or Thrifton Village, 23 

so named in all likelihood for the train stop at Thrifton Junction. Many 
people, over the years, have considered Maywood to be part of its larger 
counterpart, Cherrydale. Various advertisements of the period identify 
Maywood residents as living in Cherrydale;24 the residential directories cite 
Cherrydale as Maywood' s post office . 25 Perhaps its proximity to such 
neighborhood establishments as the Cherrydale Safeway, Cherrydale 
Hardware, and the Cherrydale Volunteer Fire Department, as well as its 
similarities of architecture, have contributed to the confusion of the casual 
observer. 

Maywood was developed on land that was part of the land grant given 
to Thomas Goin(g) by Lord Fairfax in 1708. 26 In 1792 General John Mason 
inherited this land from his father, 27 George Mason of Gunston Hall, who 
had inherited it from his father in 173S28 Eventually this parcel of land, 
which included 1,822 acres, came to be known as the Mason tract. 29 In 
1836, after Mason declared bankruptcy, the land was surveyed by Lewis 
Carberry and divided into sixty-nine parcels. 30 

• 

Parts of Lots 15 and 16 of the Mason tract are the site of Maywood today. 
Figure 1 depicts a reproduction of a 1900 map31 showing the location of 
these lots in relation to the neighboring geography. 

Tracing ownership of Lots 15 and 16 from the time of Mason's bankruptcy 
(1833) to the platting and dedication of Maywood (1909) was an arduous 
task . To date, research is not complete. We do know, however, that William 
J ewe II purchased part of Lot 16 in 1848. 32 In 1869, his heirs sold some of 
their holdings at public auction to John Patten, Sr. 33 In 1878, John Patten, 
Sr. , died intestate, leaving this land to his wife, Jane and son, John, Jr. 34 

Beginning in 1909, John Patten, Jr., and his wife, Jeanne, subdivided their 
acreage and sold it in sections to the Conservative Realty Company. 35 This 
land became the sections of Maywood known as Maywood and the Second 
and Fourth Additions . 

In 1870 Henry (Harry) F. Smith purchased another part of Lot 16.36 The 
Lorcom Grove subdivision37 and the so-called Digges property at 2300 North 
Lincoln Street were built on this piece of land. 38 As noted earlier, parts of 
this subdivision, as well as the Digges house, are now part of Maywood. 

Another section of Lot 16 (approximately six acres) was owned by William 
and Jane Fall in 1867 . 39 In that year they sold this land to John Downing. 40 

In February 1872, Mr. Downing sold it to James and Catharine Sheridan.4 'In 
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Figure 1. This section of the 1900 Howell and Taylor Map of Alexandria County, Virginia, 
shows land ownership in the area that later became Maywood. The boundaries of Lots 15 
and 16 of the Mason tract have been superimposed; New Washington Road (now Lorcom 
Lane) formed the northern boundary and Georgetown-Fairfax Road (now Lee Highway) the 
southern boundary. Maywood was built on portions of these two lots. The land owned by 
Jane Patten became Maywood (11.675 acres), the Second Addition and the Fourth Additon. 
Part of Robert Cruit's land (in Lot 15) became the Third Addition. The First Addition was 
formed from part of the six-acre portion of Conant C. Nelson's land, and the three-acre 
portion of his property became the subdivision of Oak Grove. The subdivision of Lorcom 
Grove was built on Henry Smith's land. 
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September 1872 the Sheridans sold it to Elizabeth C. Nelson. 42 Sometime 
between 1872 and 1895, when Mrs. Nelson died, she acquired an add~tional 
three acres of Lot 16. In 1895, Mrs. Nelson left those nine acres to her 
husband, Conant C. Nelson, who owned a store and blacksmith shop in 
Cherrydale. 43

• 
44 In March 1903, Crandal Mackey bought these nine acres 

(in two contiguous parcels) from Katharina M. Nelson, an heir of C. C. 
Nelson. 45 

In 1904 Crandal Mackey subdivided the first parcel of six acres and sold 
sections of approximately one acre each to Roberta Louise Potterton46 and 
George Potterton. 47 This land is now part of the present-day Cherrydale 
Safeway site. In 1907 Mr. Mackey sold the remaining 3.427 acres of this 
six-acre parcel to Grace Donaldson. 48 It is this parcel of land that would 
eventually become the First Addition to Maywood. During the years 1907-
1911, the Mackeys and the Donaldsons subdivided and sold this land to 
each other several times. 49 However, on June 4, 1909, the two families 
jointly dedicated this land as the First Addition. 50 On the same day, Crandal 
Mackey sold his share ( 1. 261 acres) to the Conservative Realty Company. 51 

In later years, Mrs . Donaldson subdivided the 2.166 acres that she owned 
and sold some of it off in quarter-acre increments to various individual 
developers. 52 A section of this Donaldson tract is now the site of the United 
Virginia Bank building at the intersection of Lee Highway and Monroe Street. 

In 1906, Crandal and Mary Mackey sold the second parcel of approxi
mately three acres (of Mrs. Nelson's original nine acres of Lot 16) to Henry 
A. Pressey. 53 In 1907, Henry Pressey dedicated 2.834 acres of this land as 
the subdivision of Oak Grove. 54 

In 1847, Robert Cruit(t) purchased Lot 15 of the Mason tract. 55 On January 
20, 1912, the Conservative Realty Company purchased part of this lot, the 
easternmost section of Maywood, from Evanina F. Mackall, the granddaugh
ter of Robert Cruit(t). 56 It became the Third Addition to Maywood. According 
to deed records, a total of about seventy-three acres of land in Maywood 
was purchased and developed during the years 1909 to 1912. The average 
purchase price per acre was about $542. 57 

The Conservative Realty Company, which had purchased large portions 
of Lots 15 and 16 for development, was typical of others operating in the 
area at that time. 58 Possibly for tax purposes, it was organized as a corporation 
under the laws of the State of South Dakota on April 21, 1909.59 The 
corporation was headed by John Harsha, President, and Hugh A. Thrift, 
Secretary. 60 Mr. Thrift's wife, Mary, was Mr. Harsha's daughter. 6 1 

Hugh Thrift had offices in Washington at the Union Trust Building, 1405 
New York Avenue, N.W.62 Telephone directories of the time list a variety 
of real estate companies at this address, though no specific listing for the 
Conservative Realty Company is shown. 63 Mr. and Mrs. Thrift resided with 
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Mr. and Mrs. Harsha at 1602 Seventeenth Street, N.W. ,64 in a house that 
is now the Blue Nile Ethiopian Restaurant. Mr. Thrift is still remembered 
by some early Maywood residents;65 he continued to own land in the neighbor
hood for many years. 66 Perhaps his interest in Maywood was not entirely 
speculative. In any event, given his involvement in a number of other real 
estate ventures, 67 as well as his age relative to Mr. Harsha's at the time of 
Maywood's development, 68 it seems reasonable to assume that Mr. Thrift 
was the driving force behind the Conservative Realty Company. In all 
likelihood, Thrifton Junction was named for him. 

In promoting the sale of lots in Maywood, Mr. Thrift employed techniques 
similar to those used in other Arlington neighborhoods. 69 An advertisement 
of the period proclaimed Maywood as "one car fare to any part of the city. "10 

Convenient transportation, reasonable price and a more rural setting were 
the main selling points. In comparing the prices paid for land by the Conser
vative Realty Company, with the advertised price of $750 per acre, 11it can 
be seen that the Conservative Realty Company stood to make an average 
of $118 per acre, for a total of about $7,821, or a profit of 16 percent (if 
all the land were sold at its advertised price). 

To whom did these ads appeal? Early residents of Maywood generally 
seem to have been people of simple means, employed in a variety of occu
pations. 72 Often groups of people with similar occupations would live together 
in the same house. 73 A large number were government clerks; many were 

• involved in the building trades . According to residential directories of the 
time, typical occupations were grocer, bookkeeper, carpenter and salesman. 74 

In addition to these jobs, there was a smaller number of professionals, 
including doctors, lawyers and teachers. 75 In fact, one of the first women 
admitted to the George Washington University Medical School grew up in 
Maywood. Upon her marriage at age forty, Dr. Bla:.che Tabor moved to a 
second house in Maywood and later had five children. 76 Table 1 is a bar 
graph of distribution of occupations for residents of Maywood for the years 
1912 to 1929. 77 

From its earliest beginnings, Maywood was a diversified neighborhood. 
Although property deeds beginning in 1909 and even as late as 1979 contained 
a provision excluding "persons of African descent", 78 there was at least one 
black family living in this neighborhood as early as 1912.79One resident 
recalls how this family's children played with all the others in the neighbor
hood. According to him, there were few social distinctions . 80 In addition to 
people of various racial and ethnic backgrounds, there was a surprisingly 
large number of unmarried adults. 81 In fact, in reviewing title records, one 
is struck by how many unmarried women owned homes here. 82 Maywood 
see ms to have been a place where people with a wide range of backgrounds 
and talents were accepted. 
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Early residential directories and current records of ownership reveal 
another surprising phenomenon. As of mid-1987, there were seven homes 
still owned by their original owner families. 83 At least two of these families 
came to Maywood as newlyweds, 84 and lived here for all of their marrie•d 
lives. Now their homes are owned and lived in by their children. In some 
cases, the exteriors of these homes are virtually untouched; in a few the 
interiors are living examples of popular domestic styles throughout three
quarters of the twentieth century. Many homes have been owned by the 
same families for more than forty years; others have only recently been sold 
for the first time. 85 These owners often are still alive and living in Arlington 
County. Most of these people have been delighted, when asked, to add their 
stories to the picture of life in early Maywood. Given the transiency of most 
Washington area neighborhoods, the wealth of information still available to 
the historian seems remarkable. 

In piecing together this portrait of early suburban life, other patterns 
emerge. It is clear from title records of the period that many people moved 
he~e from other eastern states. 86 This may have been due to the growth of 
government that occurred during World War I . Often extended families 
moved into the neighborhood, living in several houses on the same street. 87 

Family members would move around from house to house over a period of 
a few years, 88 as people married, had children, or died, and living arrangments 
changed accordingly. Directory listings also indicate that many homes in
cluded boarders. 89 Perhaps owners needed extra money to realize mortgage 
payments. Title records show that during the Depression there were a number 
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of repossessions in the neighborhood. 90 

Because money was scarce for many residents, there were a number of 
ways in which houses were built. Stories have been told of families banding 
together in one house, purchasing neighboring lots and building homes in 
a piece-meal fashion for brothers, sisters, sons and daughters.9' In order to 
obtain supplies, people would buy up building materials in lots and distribute 
them throughout the neighborhood. Another method of obtaining supplies 
was to salvage materials, particularly from institutions and public places. 92 

When it was actually time to build and maintain these homes, it was often 
a neighborhood affair. Certain residents were considered to be the neighbor
hood's plumber, electrician, handyman .93 Many of the same home improve
ments can be seen in houses throughout the neighborhoods . 

Limited resources may also explain the popularity of "Sears" houses in 
this neighborhood . Given that Maywooders were often skilled in the building 
trades, it is not surprising that a number of lot owners opted to purchase 
mail-order houses from Sears, Roebuck & Company. A typical Maywood 
homeowner of this period was exactly the sort of customer Sears had in 
mind to attract. There are five documented Sears houses in Maywood. 94 

There may be as many as three more. 95 It seems reasonable to speculate that 
other Maywood homes were patterned in large part after original Sears 
homes. This was often the case with pattern houses in other areas of the 
country . Comparison of Maywood interiors with Sears catalogues of the 

· time suggest that many house "parts," like fireplaces , mantels, shelving , 
etc. , may have been individually purchased from Sears. 96 In addition to 
houses from Sears, there are probably houses from other mail-order com
panies, as well. 97 The house at 2161 North Lincoln Street is similar to an 
Aladdin house of the same period. 98 

In addition to various "do-it-yourself' building schemes, there were a few 
contractors who built homes in Maywood. These houses were built by 
builders who were working in other Arlington neighborhoods as well. John 
Smithdeal was probably the first and most prolific builder; title records show 
him building in Maywood as early as 1910.99 He resided here from about 
1912 to 1918. '00 He built a large and lovely home for himself at 2100 North 
Irving Street in 1916. 101 He is known to be responsible for a number of 
homes built in the section called Maywood and the First Addition to 
Maywood. 102 Mr. Smithdeal advertised his houses for sale in an Arlington 
brochure in 1915 . 103 J . Arthur Connor built homes in Maywood, as well as 
in Cherrydale (just north of Old Lee Highway between North Stafford and 
North Taylor Streets). 104 He owned a home in Maywood at 3213 Twenty-third 
Street North, from 1913 to 1932. 105 Lachlan MacPherson lived in Maywood 
for a number of years at 3210 Twenty-third Street North. 106 He built houses 
a.long North Jackson Street. 107 He also built a group of homes in Cherrydale 
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known as MacPherson's Addition to Cherrydale, along Military Road and 
North Quebec Street just north of Lee Highway. 108 

• 

Early Maywood houses were built in conformity with other common 
vernacular styes of architecture of the post-Victorian period. 109 These styles 
were "new" at the time of constuction and were predicated on the needs 
described earlier. Most houses were frame with tin roofs, porches, and 
various kinds of ornamentation. Many had "car barns." 110 Although these 
houses are prized today for their decorative elements, they were considered 
to be "plainer" than the "gingerbread" houses of the Victorian age. Remaining 
examples of post-Victorian houses include bungalows, homesteads, Ameri
can foursquares, and various Revival styles . 111 

Although it is not possible to establish firm dates of construction for most 
of the early houses in Maywood, title records and maps of the period do 
reveal some clues. In 1907 there were no buildings in Maywood. 112 Building 
began very soon after the initial platting in 1909; 11 3 houses were built in all 
sections of Maywood simultaneously. 11 4 Based on these same records, it is 
safe to say that in general, many of the houses in the first section, called 
simply "Maywood," and in the First and Second Additions were probably 
built a few years earlier than some of the houses in the later Additions. 
Residential directories of the period indicate that most of the older homes 
were built and occupied by 1925. If there is an "oldest house" in Maywood, 
it is most likely the "Digges house," so named because the Digges famify 
lived there for forty-five years, and were the most recent long-term occupants 
of the house. 115 This house was never part of any platted subdivision. It is 
the only post-Victorian brick house in the neighborhood, and has some 
unique architectural features, including rounded pediments and keystones 
on the second-floor windows. Unlike many of the other houses in Maywood, 
there are no other houses like it. 116 In fact, it closely resembles the Clayton 
Donaldson house at 201 North Nelson Street in Cherrydale. 117 Both houses 
were built about 1910. 

Given the information contained in the residential directories, as well as 
existing data regarding Arlington's suburban development, it is safe to as
sume that these homes were built primarily as permanent residences. How
ever, many past and present Maywood residents believe that these houses 
were built as summer cottages for wealthy Washingtonians, who came to 
the top of the hill for the cooler breezes. 118This particular theory seems to 
have evolved from a combination of fact and fiction. In the early nineteenth 
century John Mason had a country house on Analostan, or Mason's Island 
(now Theodore Roosevelt Island); 119 later in the same century William Jewell 
of Georgetown built a summer residence on the other side of Lorcom Lane 
near Spout Run. 120 The proximity of Vacation Lane has also been cited as 
lending credence to the "summer cottage theory." This street, however, was 
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named for Vacation Lodge, a YWCA summer retreat which stood on the 
site of the Hoffman-Boston/Woodlawn School, 121 rather than for its specific 
relationship to Maywood. A few houses were, in fact, built as summer 
residences; the residential directories list a house on Twenty-third Street 
near Old Dominion Drive (Yates, Richard H. - summer residence) as 
such. 122 In looking at Maywood architecture, it is certainly easy today to 
imagine many of the homes as summer places. (Many were tiny cottages 
with lots of windows and sleeping porches; quite a few were built without 
indoor plumbing or electricity.) Most of these features, however, were 
standard fare f)f modest houses of this period. Clearly, the area as a whole 
was thought of as a "getaway" spot for many years. But the hypothesis that 
the entire neighborhood was built as a summer community for wealthy 
people (or anyone else) is hard to support, given the existing data. 

Life in Early Maywood 

What was it like to live in early Maywood? One can speculate that in its 
very beginnings, Maywood may have been a rather unsettled place. Houses 
were under construction everywhere. There were many male boarders mov
ing from house to house, drawn, no doubt, by the promise of work. Arlington 
itself was only recently redeemed from its reputation of lawlessness. 123 By 
the mid-1920s, however, it seems to have become a fairly stable neighbor
p.ood. Early residents speak of typical family activities and neighborhood 
events. A 1916 newspaper article, for example, describes the Fourth of July 
Carnival held in Maywood as featuring a tennis tournament, croquet, a tug 
of war, various races, political speeches and music by the Clarendon band. 124 

Children fished and went swimming in Spout Run; parents held Christmas 
parties; everyone knew everyone else. 

Given the economic resources of its citizens, Maywood was surprisingly 
self-sufficient. Very early in its existence there were two grocery stores 125 

in addition to Shreve's (formerly Nelson's), the larger general store known 
to have existed near Cherrydale Station. There was also a firehouse and a 
kindergarten. 126 All of these buildings are still in existence, though today 
they are used as private homes. 

And yet, in keeping with the American dream, Maywood still retained 
its rural character. Up until at least World War II, several residents kept 
chickens, sheep, and goats in their yards . There was no sewer system, no 
sidewalks, no paved roads . In its early years, Maywood houses had no 
house numbers. According to the residential directories, residents lived in 
such places as Mason nr c Summit (or Mason Street near the comer of 
Summit). 121 Today this address would read 3213 Twenty-third Street North. 
Around 1920 houses were given numbers. 128 In 1935, of course, street names 
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were changed to conform with today's County system of street names and 
addresses. 129 

Although life in Maywood was not easy by today's standards there ·must 
have been some satisfactions. In all likelihood it was possible, then, to stand 
at the top of the hill and look out to Georgetown and the city beyond. 
Children could roam the woods and fields; families could count on relatives 
and neighbors for support in times of trouble. 

At what point did Maywood become a neighborhood, different from other 
Arlington communities? How has it managed to maintain its identity and 
its existence without being swallowed up by such intrusions as Lee Highway 
or 1-66? To answer these questions in depth must be the focus of further 
research and study. But in the existing information, it is possible to speculate 
on the origins of the sense of neighborhood that exists today. 

Although these origins are difficult to pinpoint, it may be assumed that 
certain essential features of Maywood itself contribute to this feeling. Its 
physical attributes are noteworthy, creating a visual sense of separateness 
from its neighbors. As is often the case with history, its geographic location, 
set on a hill, bounded by major thoroughfares, surrounded on two sides by 
commercial property, is of paramount importance in maintaining its identity. 
Limited economic resources have allowed its architecture, trees and shrubs 
to remain substantially intact. Within Maywood's borders there is a rich 
variety of architectural scenery; to look around is to see many permutations 
of windows, doors, railings, shingles and eaves, all worked out within a 
framework of simple twentieth-century American architecture. It is this 
wealth of detail that creates a feeling of living in a place unchanged by 
time. There is space in Maywood. Although very recent zoning variances 
have allowed for the subdivision of a few undersized lots, by and large lot 
size has remained stable. Sidewalks and storm drains are a recent phenome
non, 130 although on most streets sidewalks exist only on one side, contributing 
to the feeling of living in an earlier age. All of these factors contribute to 
the rural character associated with Maywood. Current residents often com
ment on "living in the country," only five minutes from the White House. 131 

Apart from its physical resources, the development of Maywood' s identity 
must be credited to its people. For it is the residents of Maywood who have, 
over time, forged the sense of community that makes this place a neighbor
hood . One can speculate that some of the same values bind generations of 
Maywooders to each other. It would seem that Maywood has always been 
a place where there was room for everybody. All kinds of people live in 
Maywood. There are still families who move from house to house, as family 
situations change; these families do not want to leave. Single women still 
own homes there. Maywood is still racially, ethnically and economically 
mixed. There is a continuation of the do-it-yourself ethic (with lots of help 
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from your neighbors). On any given weekend, neighbors are offering assis
tance to other neighbors in the art of maintaining and restoring "old houses." 
This cooperative spirit extends to other endeavors as well. For many years 
Maywood had a food cooperative; in response to its present baby boom, it 
has had a babysitting cooperative since 1981. Some of the simple pleasures 
enjoyed by earlier residents are enjoyed today through similar neighborhood 
events. Every year Maywooders gather for Christmas caroling, Fourth of 
July picnics, and Oktoberfest; parents exchange gossip every afternoon at 
the Mini-Park playground. 

In addition to these routine activities, neighborhood identity has been 
strengthened by a number of more painful events. Residents worked hard 
to develop a cohesive Neighborhood Conservation Plan. 132 Maywood was 
one of the first neighborhoods to do so. They fought long and hard battles 
to preserve its borders from 1-66 and the advancement of commercial develop
ment. 133 Current debate focuses on the issue of the further subdivision of 
house lots, and concurrent increases in density. 

Maywood has a special place in the history of Arlington as a surviving, 
intact example of early suburban development. Of couse, it has grown and 
changed over its nearly eight decades, but newcomers today will find the 
same attractions that drew earlier residents: a pleasant hilltop setting, a 
convenient location, architectural integrity, and above all asense of com
munity. It is interesting to note that, in the late 1970s , the popularity of this 

• neighborhood skyrocketed, perhaps in response to the "Back to Earth" move
ment of the time. This movement was very similar to the Arts and Crafts 
movement of the early 1900s. 134 Both philosophies espoused a return to 
simpler living, a reflection of the yearning of many Americans for a more 
rural lifestyle. In any event, buyers then and now were clearly seeking an 
alternative to city life. The village-like ambiance of Maywood offered this 
alternative. 

The American dream of homeowning, for which these early suburbs were 
created, lives on in the cottages of Maywood. Despite economic pressures, 
including attempts to raze the neighborhood for 1-66, 135 it has managed to 
survive and remain a place where people who value many of the same things 
share the bonds of everyday life. What else, after all is a neighborhood? 
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